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Asthenospheric low-velocity zone consistent 
with globally prevalent partial melting

Junlin Hua    1,2 , Karen M. Fischer    1, Thorsten W. Becker    2,3,4, 
Esteban Gazel    5 & Greg Hirth1

The asthenosphere plays a fundamental role in present-day plate tectonics 
as its low viscosity controls how convection in the mantle below it is 
expressed at the Earth’s surface above. The origin of the asthenosphere, 
including the role of partial melting in reducing its viscosity and facilitating 
deformation, remains unclear. Here we analysed receiver-function data 
from globally distributed seismic stations to image the lower reaches of the 
asthenospheric low-seismic-velocity zone. We present globally widespread 
evidence for a positive seismic-velocity gradient at depths of ~150 km, 
which represents the base of a particularly low-velocity zone within the 
asthenosphere. This boundary is most commonly detected in regions with 
elevated upper-mantle temperatures and is best modelled as the base of a 
partially molten layer. The presence of the boundary showed no correlation 
with radial seismic anisotropy, which represents accumulated mantle 
strain, indicating that the inferred partial melt has no substantial effect 
on the large-scale viscosity of the asthenosphere. These results imply the 
presence of a globally extensive, partially molten zone embedded within the 
asthenosphere, but that low asthenospheric viscosity is controlled primarily 
by gradual pressure and temperature variations with depth.

The asthenosphere, the low-viscosity mantle layer that separates the 
relatively rigid lithosphere from the deeper mantle, not only facilitates 
plate tectonics by accommodating plate motions with respect to the 
deeper mantle, but may also help to stabilize the very existence of tec-
tonic plates in their present-day form1. The asthenosphere is character-
ized by low seismic velocities2 and strong seismic anisotropy2–5. While 
temperature and pressure variations with depth contribute to creating 
low-velocity and low-viscosity asthenosphere6, the distribution and 
effects of partial melt remain debated. Some analyses of geophysical 
data have indicated that partial melt is present and lowers viscosity in 
the asthenosphere over broad regions of Earth7–11, while others suggest 
that partial melt is not required to explain the low viscosity or even the 
low seismic velocity within the asthenosphere6,12–14. To fundamentally 
understand the origins of the low-viscosity asthenosphere, resolving 

the global distribution of partial melt, both laterally and vertically,  
is required.

Despite many investigations of the asthenospheric 
low-seismic-velocity zone (LVZ), its lower boundary has remained 
particularly unclear. With the use of reflected and converted seismic 
waves, a negative seismic-velocity gradient with depth (NVG) marking 
the top of the LVZ has been detected in many regions5,9,15–18. However, 
only a small number of scattered wave studies17–20 have imaged the 
positive velocity gradient (PVG) at the base of the LVZ, and the PVG 
measured by surface waves2,4,5,14 is not sufficiently well resolved in depth 
to determine its relationship to mantle melting processes.

To address this problem, we analysed Sp scattered seismic waves 
to image the lower reaches of the asthenospheric LVZ, finding a signifi-
cant vertically localized PVG at depths of approximately 150 km that 
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scattered P waves in response to an incident S wave, are especially useful 
to image upper-mantle discontinuities since they are not influenced 
by crustal reverberations that affect Ps receiver functions15 (Supple-
mentary Method 1). We collected data from 716 permanent stations 
(Fig. 1a). After quality control, 184,340 individual Sp receiver functions 
remained, which were migrated to depth and, at each station, stacked 
to represent Earth structure (Methods).

The probabilities, P, that shear-wave velocity contrasts at the 
top and the bottom of the LVZ exist were estimated from the receiver 
functions (Fig. 1, Extended Data Fig. 1 and Methods). A shallow 
mantle NVG that is consistent with the depth range of the seismic 
lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) inferred from global 
tomography21,22 is found at most non-cratonic stations, marking the top 
boundary of the LVZ. At depths typically near 150 km, conversions from 

is widely distributed globally where upper-mantle temperatures are 
elevated. This PVG can be modelled as the base of an asthenospheric 
layer containing partial melt. However, the presence of this PVG does 
not correlate with higher asthenospheric strain as expressed in seismic 
anisotropy, indicating that while the partial melt in the LVZ reduces 
seismic velocities, it does not dramatically lower viscosities.

Imaging the asthenospheric LVZ
We constrained the boundaries of the asthenospheric LVZ using glob-
ally distributed Sp receiver functions. When a body wave encounters 
an impedance contrast, scattered waves are generated, and receiver 
functions can be calculated by deconvolving the incident wave from 
the scattered wave to extract information about the depth and veloc-
ity gradient of the contrast. Sp receiver functions, which represent 
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Fig. 1 | Globally distributed receiver functions. a, Stations shaded by PVG-150 
probability (triangles) or without sufficient data for probability quantification 
(squares). Background shows average VSV at 110–130 km depths22. Dots are basalt 
samples used for distributions of melt equilibration depths (Fig. 3d) and sample 
VSV (Fig. 3d inset). b,c, Sp receiver functions for single stations with (b) and 

without (c) the PVG-150. Red phases represent PVGs; blue are NVGs. d, Average 
VSV profiles for stations with/without (P > 80%/P < 20%) the PVG-150. e,f, Receiver-
function sums from stations with (e) and without (f) the PVG-150. Dashed line in e 
is the sum in f, and vice versa.
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a PVG are also confidently observed (P > 80%) at 160 stations (Fig. 1b).  
Another 240 stations show little evidence for this phase (P < 20%)  
(Fig. 1c), and the remaining stations cannot be confidently categorized.

We divided receiver functions into groups that represent stations 
with or without the PVG phase according to probability thresholds 
(Fig. 1e,f). Stations with the PVG phase (Fig. 1e) on average contain a 
higher-amplitude LAB NVG centred at depths of ~90 km. The promi-
nent PVG phase at these stations is observed at an average depth of 
~150 km. This PVG (hereafter referred to as the PVG-150) is a globally 
widespread observation of a clear vertically localized lower bound-
ary to an asthenospheric LVZ and is likely to be distributed over less 
than 50 km in depth (Supplementary Discussion 1), complementing 
lower-vertical-resolution surface-wave tomography.

The stacks for the two categories have similar signals from PVGs 
at the Moho (depths < 50 km) and the 410 km discontinuity and from 
a NVG directly above the 410 km discontinuity that could represent 
hydrous melting due to vertical variations in water solubility23,24. Stacks 
for both categories also share a weak PVG at ~260 km. This deeper PVG 
(sometimes referred to as the ‘X discontinuity’25, but here called the 
PVG-260) tends to occur in broad but sporadic regions (Extended Data 
Fig. 2a), with a geographic distribution that differs from the PVG-150 
(Fig. 1a).

Global distribution of the low-velocity zone
Most stations with the PVG-150 lie in regions with relatively low 
upper-mantle shear velocities (Fig. 1a,d). To examine this relationship, 
we binned all the receiver functions by the average vertically polarized 

shear velocities (VSV) at depths of 110–130 km (ref. 22) beneath their 
stations (Fig. 2a). Sp receiver functions are most sensitive to VSV varia-
tions, and the 110–130 km depth range represents the centre of the LVZ  
(Fig. 1b,e). In the velocity-binned stacks (Fig. 2a), regions with VSV below 
4.32 km s–1 contain a strong NVG at the LAB and a prominent PVG-150 
marking the base of the LVZ. For VSV between 4.32 and 4.46 km s–1, a 
strong LAB phase is observed, but a localized PVG phase is lacking. For 
VSV higher than 4.46 km s–1, a relatively strong NVG is observed beneath 
the Moho, which could represent a mid-lithospheric discontinuity in the 
cratonic mantle9, and at depths of 120–220 km, weak NVGs are present 
on average. These relationships do not depend on the reference veloc-
ity model used for binning2,21 (Extended Data Fig. 3), although the VSV 
ranges for the three categories vary slightly.

Tests demonstrate that the PVG-150 phase is not an artificial side 
lobe of the phase from the stronger NVG at the top of the LVZ (the LAB), 
and that the LAB is not a side lobe of the Moho phase (Supplementary 
Discussion 1). The LVZ, when present, is ~65 km thick (Extended Data 
Fig. 4), and the average PVG-150 amplitude is matched by a velocity 
increase of ~4% (Extended Data Fig. 5b and Supplementary Discussion 
1). In contrast to the PVG-150, the PVG-260 is, on average, present over 
almost the entire range of mantle velocities (Extended Data Fig. 2).

We also tested the relationship between the PVG-150 and VSV sepa-
rately for oceanic stations, for continental stations and with stations 
close to subducting lithospheric slabs removed. Overall, these cases 
show similar PVG-150 patterns with VSV, although stations in oceanic 
regions tend to have higher-amplitude PVG-150 phases and higher prob-
abilities of containing them, in particular where VSV is lowest (Extended 
Data Fig. 3). The overall similarity indicates that the processes that 
produce the PVG-150 operate in low-VSV regions of both oceanic and 
continental mantle. The distribution of the PVG-150 (Fig. 1a) is broader 
than that of hotspots (Extended Data Fig. 2a), indicating that the PVG-
150 is not restricted to plume-perturbed mantle. By extrapolating the 
observed PVG-150 probabilities to other regions with comparable man-
tle velocities (Fig. 2b and Methods), we estimated that ~44% of Earth’s 
area could have a LVZ with a clear PVG-150 at its base. This value might 
be an underestimate because most stations in this study are continen-
tal, while oceanic stations typically have higher PVG-150 probabilities 
(Extended Data Fig. 3m), and oceans occupy more area.

Partial melt in the LVZ
To determine the origins of the LVZ, we first examined radial anisotropy 
in the solid mantle as its potential source (Supplementary Discussion 
2). While radial anisotropy in either S-wave or P-wave velocities can 
produce phases with the same polarity as the PVG-150 (ref. 26), predicted 
PVG phase amplitudes decrease strongly with increasing ray parameter 
(Extended Data Fig. 6c,d), which is not seen in the observed PVG-150 
(Extended Data Fig. 6a). In addition, if typical S-wave and P-wave radial 
anisotropies27 are combined, a notable PVG phase is not produced 
(Extended Data Fig. 6e). Overall, these results indicate that the PVG-
150 does not originate from radial anisotropy produced by solid-state 
deformation and that a mechanism that leads to an isotropic velocity 
increase (Extended Data Fig. 6b) is sufficient.

Turning to the effects of water in the mantle, the dehydration of 
the residual mantle beneath mid-ocean ridges has long been thought to 
create a discontinuity in water content and viscosity28 that could result 
in a NVG at the top of the LVZ. However, the solubility and partitioning 
of water in mantle minerals29,30 indicate that the effect of water on the 
lower boundary of the LVZ is more gradual and would not produce the 
type of vertically localized velocity gradient needed to produce the 
observed PVG-150. Moreover, the effects of water on seismic dissipation 
versus grain growth may nearly cancel, resulting in negligible impact 
on asthenospheric seismic velocities7. Water in the asthenosphere 
could possibly produce the NVG phase through elastically accommo-
dated grain boundary sliding13, but this mechanism cannot also explain  
the PVG-150.
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Fig. 2 | The relationship between receiver-function phases and 
asthenospheric VSV. a, Receiver functions binned by average VSV (ref. 22) at 
depths of 110–130 km beneath the station. A clear PVG-150 phase is observed 
where VSV is less than 4.32 km s–1 (dashed line). b, The probabilities (curves) that 
a PVG-150/LAB phase at the bottom/top of the LVZ is observed versus average 
mantle VSV at depths of 110–130 km. The shaded envelopes indicate one standard 
deviation. Histogram shows the proportions of Earth area with a given average 
VSV (scale at right).
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We also tested whether partial melt in the LVZ can explain the PVG-
150 and whether melt is needed in addition to temperature and pressure 
effects. To represent the range of mantle conditions where the PVG-150 
phases are observed, we calculated upper-mantle velocity models  
(Fig. 3a) that sample variations in mantle temperature, mineral com-
position and water content31 and accounted for the presence of partial 
melt when mantle solidus temperatures were exceeded (Methods). 
Partial melt effects on seismic velocity were estimated on the basis of 
the Very Broadband Rheology calculator32, considering both the direct 
effect of melt on elasticity through poroelasticity33 and the anelasticity 
effect due to variations of melt fraction34. Synthetic receiver functions 
were predicted for these velocity models (Methods) and were binned 
on the basis of their average VS at depths of 110–130 km (Fig. 3b).

The predicted receiver functions (Fig. 3b) match several key char-
acteristics of the observed receiver functions, with the latter now 

binned by VVoigt = √(2V2
SV + V

2
SH) /3 to represent isotropic VS (Fig. 3c), 

where VSH is the horizontally polarized shear velocity. At high VS, due to 
temperature and pressure variations with depth and the water content 
difference across the LAB, a NVG receiver-function phase marking the 
top of the asthenosphere is generated, but the base of the LVZ is too 
gradual to produce a distinct phase, which is also what is observed in 
the global dataset. However, at higher temperatures where the asthe-
nospheric mantle starts to melt, VS drops and a clear PVG phase is pre-
dicted at depths and over a VS range that match the observed PVG-150, 

but only if the poroelastic effects of melt33 are included (Extended Data 
Fig. 7, Methods and Supplementary Method 2). Minor discrepancies 
between the predicted and observed PVG-150 phases (Fig. 3b,c) could 
be accounted for by varying the reference model used to bin the data 
or modifying model parameters such as crustal and lithospheric thick-
nesses (Supplementary Discussion 3). The overall good fit between 
these models and the observed PVG-150 distribution favours partial 
melting as the origin of the LVZ. Because stations above subducting 
slabs could sample mantle fluxed with slab-derived fluids and experi-
ence different melting conditions, we also compared the predicted 
receiver functions with the observations where stations close to slabs 
are excluded (Extended Data Fig. 3j). Removing these stations has lit-
tle effect on the observed stack overall, and the agreement between 
predicted and observed stacks remains. In addition, when receiver 
functions were binned by VP/VS (VP/VVoigt) (Extended Data Fig. 3l), PVG-
150 phases were associated with high VP/VS in the LVZ, consistent with 
the presence of partial melt35. Given the broadly similar distributions 
of the PVG-150 with VS in the separate stacks for oceans and continents 
(Extended Data Fig. 3c versus 3d and Extended Data Fig. 3g versus 
3h), the inferred melting occurs in high-temperature regions of both 
oceanic and continental asthenosphere.

To further investigate whether partial melting in the LVZ can 
explain the PVG-150, we analysed basalt samples erupted globally since 
the Pliocene (Fig.1a). The basalts, which reflect the presence of partial 
melt, are concentrated where mantle velocities are 4.25–4.4 km s–1 in 
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depths (Fig. 1a). Degree of melting37 predicted for 1,450 °C mantle potential 
temperature and 100 ppm by weight (ppmw) water (solid line) and with 
additional 60 ppmw CO2 (dashed line). Inset: VSV (110–130 km) for post-Pliocene 
basalts (all dots in Fig. 1a).
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the 110–130 km depth range22 (Fig. 3d, inset), and at these conditions 
PVG-150 phase probabilities are high (Fig. 2b). We calculated the pri-
mary magma equilibration temperatures and depths for the samples36 
(Supplementary Method 3), which directly reflect mantle properties 
where the partial melt resided before erupting, and found that the 
equilibration depths are consistent with the onset of melting at the 
depth of the PVG-150. For samples that are not strongly affected by 
the lithosphere, the distribution of equilibration depths follows the 
predicted degree of hydrous melting37 that starts at ~150 km depth 
(Fig. 3d). This agreement is expected since depths with higher degrees 
of melting are more likely to be represented in the samples. If mantle 
CO2 is also considered38, a small amount of partial melt would also 
exist at depths greater than 200 km and could explain the very deeply 
equilibrated samples (Fig. 3d) as well as the sporadically observed 
PVG-260, which could represent the onset of carbon-assisted melting.

Implications for asthenospheric viscosity
To evaluate the influence of the partial melt inferred above the PVG-150 
on viscosity, we determined whether regions with the PVG-150 have 
distinct distributions of radial anisotropy since seismic anisotropy 
reflects mantle deformation history12. The S-wave radial anisotropy 
is characterized by ξ = (VSH/VSV)2. To avoid small-scale variations that 
cannot be resolved in global models of radial anisotropy, we identified 

the non-cratonic stations whose neighbouring stations share a similar 
probability for the PVG-150 phase (Extended Data Fig. 1). For these sta-
tions, average VS (VVoigt) and ξ profiles from global models were calcu-
lated for stations with the PVG-150 phase (and presumably with partial 
melt in the overlying LVZ) or without. Profiles from multiple published 
models2,21,22,39–42 based on different methodologies and datasets were 
compared. While regions with the PVG-150 have a reduced VS above 
200 km depth for all tested models, ξ profiles for the two groups are 
not significantly different (Fig. 4a and Extended Data Fig. 8a,b). Similar 
results are found in VS and ξ profiles when continental and oceanic sta-
tions are examined separately (Extended Data Fig. 8e); stations with 
the PVG-150 have lower VS than those without, but the differences in ξ 
(including slightly higher ξ values for oceanic stations without the PVG-
150) are not significant. Overall, the average profiles for oceanic stations 
indicate lower seismic velocities and higher ξ relative to continents, 
but ξ is not systematically higher in the specific locations that contain 
the PVG-150 (and the partial melt that its presence implies), relative to 
locations without the PVG-150 (Extended Data Fig. 8e).

To probe the meaning of the lack of correlation between the PVG-150 
and ξ, the potential impacts of partial melt within the LVZ on viscosity and 
the development of radial anisotropy were tested with one-dimensional 
(1D) and 3D mantle flow models. In the 1D models, distributions of 
radial anisotropy with depth were predicted for endmember cases of 
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via an additional factor-of-five viscosity increase below the PVG-150 (red solid 
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observed for mantle with the PVG-150 (a).
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asthenospheric flow: flow driven by the motion of the overriding plate 
(Couette flow) (Fig. 4b and Extended Data Fig. 9a) or by horizontal pres-
sure gradients (Poiseuille flow) (Extended Data Fig. 9b). Radial anisotropy 
was predicted assuming three different scenarios (details in Methods): (1) 
partial melt has no effect on viscosity; (2) melt increases strain rate by less 
than 35% through an exponential term;34 (3) a factor-of-five strain-rate 
decrease below 150 km depth that represents a sharp viscosity increase is 
added to the second scenario. To include the possibility that the mantle 
without the PVG-150 has a lower overall temperature, we also modelled 
radial anisotropy for a mantle potential temperature that is 100 °C colder 
(Fig. 4b). In contrast to the 1D modelling, where partial melt flows with 
its host mantle, in the 3D global mantle flow models we predicted radial 
anisotropy assuming the low-viscosity partially molten layers are station-
ary, as in ref. 43. To characterize the potential effects of melt weakening, a 
factor-of-ten viscosity decrease was introduced at depths of 100–150 km 
in localized bands parallel or perpendicular to oceanic plate motion 
(Extended Data Fig. 10).

Both the 1D (Fig. 4b and Extended Data Fig. 9) and 3D (Extended 
Data Fig. 10) models of mantle flow indicate that when asthenospheric 
viscosity is decreased within a narrow depth range, strain is locally 
enhanced within the layer, leading to differences in the depth distribu-
tion of anisotropy. For example, the 1D models with the sharp viscosity 
drop in the layer above the PVG-150 show lower radial anisotropy in 
the layer below the PVG-150, even when radial-anisotropy profiles are 
smoothed to represent the effects of broad surface-wave sensitivity 
kernels during tomography (Fig. 4b and Extended Data Fig. 9). Because 
differences in radial anisotropy between regions with and without PVG-
150 observations are not evident (Fig. 4a and Extended Data Fig. 8b), we 
conclude that while partial melt fraction is higher in the LVZ above the 
PVG-150, it does not appear to have a substantial impact on viscosity.

Implications for partial melt in the asthenosphere
The PVG-150 mantle boundary—documented in this study to be com-
mon in high-temperature regions of the mantle on a global basis—is best 
explained as the base of a layer within the asthenosphere in which the 
presence of partial melt significantly reduces seismic velocities (Fig. 5).  
However, the lack of variations in seismic anisotropy and deforma-
tion that are spatially correlated with the PVG-150 indicates that the 
effects of variations in melt fraction on mantle viscosity are minimal. 
Our results thus imply that although the presence and distribution 

of partial melt vary substantially within the asthenosphere, the low 
viscosity that defines the asthenosphere is controlled primarily by 
gradual temperature and pressure variations6,34 (Fig. 5).
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Methods
Sp receiver functions and the velocity gradients they imply
Seismograms from 716 stations were downloaded from the IRIS Data 
Management Center, and receiver functions were calculated using the 
approach in ref. 19. For earthquakes with a moment magnitude greater 
than 5.8 (1980 onwards), we requested waveforms around S arrivals 
with epicentral distances between 55° and 85°, and waveforms around 
P arrivals with distances between 35° and 80°; P arrivals were used only 
for determining near-surface velocities and H-κ stacking45 during data 
processing, while S arrivals were also used to obtain the Sp receiver 
functions for analysis. The seismograms were transformed to P and SV 
components on the basis of a free-surface transform with free-surface 
VP and VS measured for each station19.

To obtain accurate Sp receiver-function stacks for each station, we 
first calculated time-domain deconvolved Sp receiver functions44 for 
each event after filtering the waveforms to 10–100 s periods to better 
capture relatively gradual velocity changes (Extended Data Fig. 5). 
We then used a combination of H-κ stacking45 and the global velocity 
model GLAD-M2522 to migrate the time-domain receiver functions to 
depth. The migrated receiver functions underwent quality control, and 
the remaining 184,340 receiver functions were stacked by station to 
obtain a representative average receiver function and the covariance 
matrix between amplitudes at different depths through bootstrapping. 
Detailed information regarding migration and the processing of the 
receiver functions is provided in Supplementary Method 1.

The probability (P) that a PVG or NVG phase is present was esti-
mated from the stacked Sp receiver functions and their covariance 
using a Monte Carlo approach. For each station, the stacked receiver 
functions were randomly perturbed 3,000 times on the basis of their 
bootstrap-estimated covariance, and the phases were picked from each 
perturbed receiver function using an automated algorithm (Extended 
Data Fig. 1a). The probability that a phase exists was evaluated as the 
ratio between the number of times that a phase was successfully picked 
from the perturbed receiver function and 3,000. When picking the 
PVG-150 phase in the 100–200 km depth range, criteria were that the 
phase had to exceed amplitudes of 0.003 over at least 15 km in depth, 
have a width (defined as three times the depth range corresponding 
to the standard deviation of the phase as in ref. 46) of more than 10 km 
and reach an amplitude of at least 0.006 (Extended Data Fig. 1a). Prob-
abilities for the PVG-260 phases (Extended Data Fig. 2) were evaluated in 
the same manner but in the depth range between 230 and 350 km (ref. 
25). Probabilities for NVG phases were determined similarly but from 
depths of 40–140 km using negative receiver-function amplitudes and 
with threshold amplitudes of 0.004 and a minimum required maximum 
amplitude of 0.008. For all phases, probabilities were estimated only 
for the 608 stations whose receiver-function stacks contained more 
than 40 individual Sp receiver functions.

The distributions of picked PVG-150 and NVG depths and ampli-
tudes for non-cratonic stations (bins where average VSV < 4.46 km s–1 at 
110–130 km depths) are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4, and the spatial 
distributions of PVG-150 depths and amplitudes are shown in Extended 
Data Fig. 1. For the non-cratonic stations, we found the median values 
for the depths of the LAB and PVG-150 are 88 km (with an interquartile 
range of 12 km) and 152 km (with an interquartile range of 29 km). Using 
stations with observations of both phases, while satisfying the VSV 
requirement, the median thickness of the LVZ is estimated to be 65 km 
(with an interquartile range of 21 km) (Extended Data Fig. 4).

Receiver-function binning as a function of upper-mantle 
properties
To calculate binned receiver functions as a function of mantle proper-
ties (average VSV (Fig. 2a and Extended Data Fig. 3), VP/VS (Extended 
Data Fig. 3) and VVoigt (Fig. 3c and Extended Data Fig. 3) at 110–130 km 
depths) and of ray parameter (Extended Data Fig. 6), a weighted aver-
aging method was used. The binned receiver-function amplitude (RF) 

for a property X at a depth h was expressed as a weighted average of all 
receiver functions:

RF(X,h) =
∑i W1(X,Xi)rfi(h)
∑i W1(X,Xi)

, (1)

where W1 is the weighting function, rfi is the ith receiver function and Xi 
is the corresponding property for the ith individual receiver function. 
The weighting function is designed to be a Gaussian

W1(X,Xi) = exp [− (X − Xi)
2

2σ2X
] , (2)

where σX regulates the averaging width, and the weight is set to zero if 
the difference between X and Xi is higher than 3σX. When binning by VSV 
and VVoigt, σX is set to 0.01 km s–1; for VP/VS, σX is set to 0.002; and for ray 
parameter, σX is 0.001 s km–1. For the binning, receiver functions from 
all 716 stations were used.

PVG-150 and LAB probabilities and the global extent of the 
PVG-150
We calculated the probability of the occurrence of the PVG-150 or 
NVG (LAB) phases as a function of VSV (Fig. 2b) and VP/VS (Extended 
Data Fig. 3l) on the basis of the 608 stations where phase probabilities 
were estimated. For the case of VSV, at each VSV value, we identified 
stations whose average VSV at 110–130 km depth is within 0.025 km s–1 
of the given value and calculated the mean and standard deviation of 
the phase probabilities at these stations (Fig. 2b and Extended Data  
Fig. 3m). For the case of VP/VS (Extended Data Fig. 3l), the same approach 
was used, but the range around each VP/VS value was 0.005. These 
mean values are taken to represent PVG-150 or LAB probabilities as a 
function of VSV or VP/VS.

We estimated the global extent of the LVZ with a clear lower PVG-
150 boundary by assuming the PVG-150 probability with VSV estimated 
from the 608 stations can be applied to other regions with comparable 
mantle velocities (Fig. 2b). For regions with VSV < 4.35 km s–1, the prob-
ability is higher than 60%, indicating a prevalent PVG-150 phase. In 
contrast, for cratonic regions with VSV from 4.5 to 4.7 km s–1, the prob-
ability is minimal, and although the probability increases again at very 
high VSV, these PVGs probably lie within the cratonic lithosphere. The 
area of Earth that has an asthenospheric LVZ with a clear PVG-150 at its 
base was estimated by integrating the product of the probability and 
the proportion of Earth with a given velocity for VSV from 4.2 km s–1 to 
4.46 km s–1 (non-cratonic regions) (Fig. 2a). The resulting area is 44%.

Average depth profiles of mantle properties
Average mantle property profiles with depth (VVoigt, radial anisotropy 
(ξ), attenuation and radial mantle flow velocity) were obtained for 
non-cratonic regions with or without the PVG-150 phase (Fig. 4a and 
Extended Data Fig. 8). In some regions, neighbouring stations show 
highly variable PVG-150 probabilities (Fig. 1a), and because mantle 
properties from global tomographic models are not able to resolve 
structure at these scales, those stations were downweighted. To design 
the latter weighting function, we first obtained a smoothed global 
map for the probability of the PVG-150 where the probability at a given 
location is the weighted average of PVG-150 probability among sta-
tions within 480 km of that location. The weight for each station is  
given by

W2(D) = exp (− D2

2σ2D
) , (3)

where D is the distance from the map location to that station, and 
the critical distance σD is set to 200 km (Extended Data Fig. 1d). This 
weighting function was also applied to calculate the standard deviation 
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of the PVG-150 probability among neighbouring stations to obtain a 
map characterizing local probability variations (Extended Data Fig. 1e).

The weighting function to obtain the representative mantle prop-
erty profiles was defined as

W3(P) = exp [−
(P − Pmap)2

2σ2P
] exp (−

P2std
2σ2P

) , (4)

where P represents the PVG-150 phase probability at a station, Pmap is 
the probability at the station location from the smoothed probability 
map, Pstd is the value at the station location from the standard deviation 
map and σP is set to 0.2. With this formulation, stations whose prob-
abilities contradict surrounding stations and stations at locations with 
a larger range of probabilities, which indicate small-scale structures, 
are penalized. As shown in Extended Data Fig. 1f, all stations where W3 
is higher than 0.4 are either isolated or close to stations with similar 
probabilities of the PVG-150 phase. Hence, with this weighting function, 
the averaged representative mantle profiles from global tomographic 
models for regions with and without the phase (Fig. 4a and Extended 
Data Fig. 8) are more reliable. This method will also prioritize stations 
with no neighbours, but those stations are concentrated mostly in the 
oceans, where mantle structure is relatively homogeneous (Extended 
Data Fig. 1f). The weighted average was applied to 134 stations with the 
phase (P > 0.8) and 75 stations without the phase (P < 0.2), including 
only stations with an average VSV at 110–130 km depth below 4.46 km s–1 
to avoid cratons. Standard deviations for the weighted averaged mantle 
profiles were also estimated19 (Fig. 4a and Extended Data Fig. 8). Aver-
age mantle profiles appear in Extended Data Fig. 8a for VVoigt, Extended 
Data Fig. 8b for radial anisotropy, Extended Data Fig. 8c for attenuation 
and Extended Data Fig. 8d for radial mantle flow velocities.

Comparison of mantle thermal models with partial melt with 
Sp receiver functions
To assess whether partial melt in the asthenosphere is required to 
match the observed Sp receiver functions, models of mantle properties 
with and without partial melt effects were converted to seismic veloci-
ties (Fig. 3a), the propagator matrix method47 was used to calculate 
synthetic receiver functions, and the receiver functions were binned 
by predicted VS in the 110–130 km depth range (Fig. 3b).

In the candidate thermal models, we assumed a 30-km-thick crust 
above anhydrous conductive mantle lithosphere. The prescribed lith-
ospheric thickness varied linearly with mantle potential temperature 
(78 km for 1,450 °C and 98 km for 1,250 °C). This variation partially 
accounts for the apparent LAB deepening with Vs (Fig. 3c), although 
the full range of observed LAB depths is wider (Extended Data Fig. 4).  
In the underlying adiabatic asthenosphere, we assumed mantle poten-
tial temperatures between 1,250 and 1,450 °C and a grain size of 10 mm. 
This temperature range was chosen to be slightly greater than the ambi-
ent mantle temperature of 1,300–1,400 °C (ref. 48), and the grain size is 
consistent with grain-size evolution models49,50 and mantle xenoliths7. 
The influence of the assumed grain size is discussed in Supplementary 
Discussion 3. For each mantle potential temperature, 256 different 
cases were considered, assuming an asthenospheric mantle water 
content ranging from 0 to 300 ppm by weight (ppmw) with an interval 
of 20 ppmw and a maximum allowed melt fraction between 0 and 1.5% 
with an interval of 0.1%. The melt fraction was set to be the same as 
the degree of hydrous melting for the geotherm when the maximum 
allowed melt fraction was not reached; otherwise, it was set to be equal 
to that maximum value, assuming any additional melt was extracted. 
Details regarding mantle adiabats and calculations of the degree of 
melting are provided in Supplementary Method 2.

For each of these models, elastic seismic velocities were calculated 
with Perple_X51 (Supplementary Method 2) for the mantle to account for 
variations in mineral composition, and a VS of 3.9 km s–1 was assumed 
in the crust. Where partial melt was predicted in a given model, its 

poroelastic effect was included using refs. 33,52 as implemented in the 
Very Broadband Rheology calculator32, and its anelastic effect was 
incorporated according to ref. 31, assuming the high-temperature back-
ground for a seismic wave period of 15 s as the effect from the absorp-
tion peak is relatively uncertain and could be depth dependent14. The 
influence of water on anelasticity is from ref. 7.

To evaluate whether 0–1.5% is a reasonable range for melt fraction, 
we also estimated the required melt fraction for the PVG-150 according 
to ref. 53. This experimental study provides a relationship between melt 
fraction and VS but does not isolate the poroelastic effect from anelas-
ticity. Using the relationship between VS and melt fraction in ref. 53,  
to achieve the velocity change of ~4% estimated for the PVG-150 phase 
(Extended Data Fig. 5), a melt fraction of ~0.33% is required. This value 
falls within the range of 0–1.5% used in the velocity models described 
in the preceding paragraph.

Synthetic receiver functions were calculated for each of the velocity 
models and binned by their average VS at depths of 110–130 km (Fig. 3b).  
When calculating the average VS, we first calculated VS at a 150 s period 
to better represent seismic phases used for global tomography and 
then transformed that value to VS at 1 s assuming the attenuation in 
PREM27, which is the attenuation model assumed in GLAD-M25 (ref. 22),  
so that the synthetics (Fig. 3b) can be directly compared with the 
observed stacked receiver functions (Fig. 3c) using the same x axis. 
However, this approach introduces apparent velocity boundaries at 80 
and 220 km because of attenuation discontinuities in PREM27 at those 
depths (Fig. 3a). The binning of the VS profiles (Fig. 3a) and receiver 
functions (Fig. 3b) as a function of average VS at 110–130 km depths 
was carried out with the weighted averaging approach in equation (1). 
The binned receiver-function patterns are discussed in more detail in 
Supplementary Discussion 3.

Modelling the development of radial anisotropy with 1D 
models
To model flow, the upper mantle was characterized by an adiabat for a 
mantle potential temperature of 1,450 °C with thermodynamic param-
eters specified in ref. 54, and mantle water content was assumed to be 
100 ppmw. These mantle conditions were chosen because they allow 
melting to initiate at around 150 km depth55 and could represent pri-
mary magma equilibration conditions of the hot basalt samples (Sup-
plementary Method 3), although similar melting depths could also be 
produced for a lower-temperature mantle with higher volatile content. 
Since this modelling effort is intended to show the consequence of 
a sharp viscosity change at the melting depth, the specific selected 
mantle conditions are not crucial. Above an adiabatic asthenosphere, 
an 88-km-thick conductive lithosphere was assumed, with a crustal 
thickness of 30 km. Densities for crust and mantle were assumed to be 
2,800 kg m–3 and 3,300 kg m–3. On the basis of these mantle properties, 
we estimated viscous flow velocities by considering both disloca-
tion and diffusion creep34. Details about how the flow velocities were 
obtained are given in Supplementary Method 4.

With the resulting flow velocities (Extended Data Fig. 9), the 
strain rates for dislocation creep and diffusion creep were obtained, 
together with the corresponding strain accumulation over time. Since 
dislocation creep on glide planes produces crystallographic preferred 
orientations that lead to seismic anisotropy, the accumulated dis-
location strain was converted to radial anisotropy ξ (ref. 12) (Fig. 4b 
and Extended Data Fig. 9). The resulting radial-anisotropy profiles 
illustrate that a strong reduction in mantle viscosity due to partial 
melt would produce a sharp reduction in radial anisotropy below the 
lower boundary of the LVZ. The absence of discernable differences 
in observed radial-anisotropy profiles with and without the PVG-150 
phase (Fig. 4a) is inconsistent with this prediction, leading to the con-
clusion that partial melt in the LVZ does not have a strong effect on vis-
cosity. Since radial anisotropy from the relationship in ref. 12 saturates 
at ~1.06, stronger anisotropy observed in tomographic models cannot 
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be predicted from this 1D modelling. Nonetheless, the results of this 
modelling show that there is no evidence for a viscosity boundary at 
the base of the LVZ.

To include the possibility of potentially lower mantle temperatures 
in regions without the PVG-150, we also modelled the Couette flow 
radial anisotropy for a colder (1,350 °C) mantle (Fig. 4b). Because the 
modelled 1D anisotropy essentially depends on the strain-rate distri-
bution with depth, for Couette flow, with the same prescribed surface 
motion and similar relative viscosity distributions due to similar geo-
thermal gradients, the strain-rate and radial-anisotropy distributions 
with depth are similar for different temperatures (Fig. 4b), although 
the values of stress do differ. For Poiseuille flow, with the prescribed 
pressure gradient, both the overall stress and the relative viscosity 
would be distributed with depth similarly for adiabats at different 
temperatures, resulting in different absolute values of the strain rate. 
Nonetheless, the relative strain-rate distributions would still be similar 
despite these temperature variations, so if different accumulation 
times are allowed, the shape of the radial anisotropy would also be 
similar for different temperatures.

Modelling the development of radial anisotropy with 3D models
The 3D models also show that layers of low-viscosity asthenosphere, 
as potentially created by partial melt, should produce an observable 
effect on ξ. Starting with the geodynamic models from ref. 43, where 
only azimuthal anisotropy was analysed, in this study, we extracted 
radial-anisotropy patterns using the same approach56,57. In some model 
cases43, oceanic regions contain elongated bands at 100–150 km depths 
in which viscosity is reduced by a factor of 10 compared with a refer-
ence viscosity model (Extended Data Fig. 10). The introduction of 
these low-viscosity bands substantially modifies predicted patterns 
of radial anisotropy, including its distribution with depth (Extended 
Data Fig. 10). At 100 km, near the top of the low-viscosity bands, ξ 
values are increased, and at 200 km, in ‘normal’ mantle below the 
low-viscosity bands, radial anisotropy is relatively low compared with 
the neighbouring mantle. These effects are similar to the reduction 
in radial anisotropy in the mantle below the lowest-viscosity astheno-
spheric layer in the 1D models. While the details depend on modelling 
assumptions, relative changes due to the viscosity reduction patches 
are robust43, and any viscosity reduction at comparable scales should 
be reflected in seismic anisotropy. Therefore, the 3D model results like-
wise argue against the PVG-150 being a distinctive viscosity boundary 
since regions with and without the PVG-150 have similar distributions 
of radial anisotropy (Fig. 4a).

The conclusion that partial melt in the LVZ above the PVG-150 does 
not substantially reduce viscosity is furthermore supported by compar-
ing average attenuation profiles from global tomography models58,59. If 
the PVG-150 is a diffusion creep viscosity boundary, it could introduce 
a strong anelasticity effect10. However, the average attenuation profiles 
for regions with and without the PVG-150 are similar (Extended Data 
Fig. 8), which demonstrates that a strong VS reduction in the presence 
of a small amount of partial melt due to anelasticity10 (for example, 
Extended Data Fig. 7b) is not the cause of the PVG-150.

Data availability
Seismograms were downloaded from the IRIS Data Management Center 
(http://ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/). The Sp receiver functions for all 
stations are available as raw data on the Figshare platform (https://doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21706325). Geochemical data were down-
loaded from GEOROC (http://georoc.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/Georoc) 
and are provided as Supplementary Table 1. Velocity model GLAD-M25 
(ref. 22) was obtained from E. Bozdag. Velocity models SEMUCB-WM1 
(ref. 21) and SEMUCB-UMQ59 were downloaded from the Berkeley 
Global Seismology Group (http://seismo.berkeley.edu/wiki_br/Main_
Page). Velocity Model SAVANI-US42 was from T. W. Becker’s website  
(http://www-udc.ig.utexas.edu/external/becker/tdata.html). The 

attenuation model QRFSI12 (ref. 58) was from C. A. Dalton’s website 
(http://www.geo.brown.edu/research/Dalton/downloads.html); 
QsADR17 (ref. 60) was from E. Debayle’s website (http://perso.ens-lyon.
fr/eric.debayle/). Other velocity models, including CAM2016 (refs. 2,40), 
S362ANI + M41 and SGLOBE-rani39 were from the IRIS archive (https://
ds.iris.edu/ds/products/emc-earthmodels/).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Probabilities of the PVG-150 phase. a. Example of 
estimating the probability of the PVG-150 phase from the Sp receiver function 
at station SMAI (Antarctic Peninsula) in network AI. The solid line shows the 
receiver function amplitude. The background shows the heat map for the 3,000 
perturbed receiver functions. The dashed line shows one of the perturbed 
receiver functions, whose maximum amplitude is below the threshold amplitude 
for picking of 0.006 (dotted line). In this case, no PVG-150 phase is picked, 
although the original stacked receiver function has an amplitude much higher 
than the threshold. Among all perturbed receiver functions, 96.9% produce a 
picked PVG-150 phase. The other dotted line shows zero amplitude. b. Map of 
the depth of the PVG-150 phase for those with probabilities over 0.8 (Fig. 1a). c. 

Similar to b but for the maximum amplitude of the PVG-150 phase as defined in 
Extended Data Fig. 4d. d. Map of the probability of the PVG-150 phase obtained 
from weighted averaging of the probability at surrounding stations. e. Map of 
the uncertainty of the PVG-150 phase probability represented by the weighted 
standard deviation among surrounding stations. f. Stations (triangles) with 
similar PVG-150 phase probability relative to neighboring stations indicated by 
W3 (Eq. 4) values over 0.4. These stations have the strongest contributions to 
the average mantle profiles in Fig. 4a and Extended Data Fig. 8. Black triangles 
indicate stations with the PVG-150 (probability over 0.8), and white triangles 
show stations without the PVG-150 (probability below 0.2). Background shows 
average VSV at 110–130 km depths22, as in Fig. 1a.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | The PVG-260 phase. a. Map similar to Fig. 1a, but in this 
case PVGs were picked between 230 and 350 km depths, which is the potential 
depth range for X-discontinuities25. The background VSV

22 is at 260 km depth. 
Hotspots61–63, subduction zones64 and the rim of cratons represented by the 180 

LAB contour in ref. 2 are also plotted. b. Observed receiver functions, similar to 
Fig. 2a, but binned by VSV at 260 km depth. The PVG-260 phase is present across a 
wider range of VSV values than the PVG-150.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Relationships between receiver functions and 
mantle properties. a-b. Observed receiver functions binned by average VSV 
at 110–130 km depths beneath the station, similar to Fig. 2a, but based on 
different reference velocity models: (a) SEMUCB-WM1 (ref. 21) (b) CAM2016 (ref. 
2). c-d. Similar to Fig. 2a, with the same reference model22, but using only the 
644 continental stations (c) or only the 74 oceanic stations (d). A station was 
designated as oceanic if its crustal type in CRUST1.0 (ref. 65) is normal oceanic, 
oceans 3 Myr and younger, melt affected ocean and oceanic plateaus, or oceanic 
plateau with continental crust. e. The same as Fig. 2a, but with a less saturated 
color scale to show the NVG phase better. f-h. Similar to Fig. 2a and panels c and 
d, respectively, but filtered with a 6–100 s bandpass filter instead of 10–100 s. 

i-j. Similar to Figs. 2a and 3c, respectively, but with stations close to subducting 
slabs removed. A station was designated as near a subducting slab if it is located 
within 1° of any slab depth that is shallower than 250 km based on Slab2 (ref. 66). 
k-l. Similar to Fig. 2a,b but plotted with respect to the average VP/VS at 110–130 km 
depths. m. Similar to Fig. 2b, but only with PVG-150 probabilities; Lines are for 
all stations combined, oceanic stations only, and continental stations only. The 
dashed lines in a-k mark the maximum (minimum for k) value with a clear PVG-
150 phase; in c-i they are placed at the same VSV as in Fig. 2a in j at the same VS of 
4.39 km/s as in Fig. 3c and in a, b and k at 4.29 km/s, 4.27 km/s and 1.763. The color 
bar at the bottom of the figure pertains to all panels except e, whose color bar is 
on its right side.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Properties of the PVG and NVG (LAB) phases. a. 
Amplitude ratios between PVG-150 and LAB phases, and between LAB and Moho 
phases as a function of average VSV at 110–130 km depths22. The Moho amplitude 
is defined as the maximum receiver function amplitude above 80 km depth for 
each VSV, the LAB amplitude is the maximum negative amplitude between 50 and 
150 km depths, and the PVG-150 amplitude is the maximum value between 100 

and 200 km depths in Fig. 2a. b. The distribution of picked PVG-150 depths. c. 
The distribution of picked LAB depths. d. The PVG-150 amplitude distribution. 
e. The LAB amplitude distribution. f. The distribution of LVZ thickness from 
stations with both PVG and LAB phase picks. Lines show the median values for the 
distributions. All the distributions are based on non-cratonic stations (defined as 
having average VSV at 110–130 km depths below 4.46 km/s).
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | The effects of waveform frequency content. Synthetic 
Sp receiver functions for the velocity models in c were filtered by 6–100 s (a) 
and 10–100 s (b) bandpass filters before deconvolution. Colors correspond 
to velocity gradients from the LVZ to the underlying asthenosphere over 10 to 
50 km depth ranges (as shown in c). Horizontal dotted lines show the center 
of VS discontinuities. Vertical dashed lines mark zero amplitude for receiver 
functions. The vertical dotted-dashed lines in a & b show the median NVG and 
PVG amplitudes (Extended Data Fig. 4) of the observed phases when filtered 
over 10–100 s. This analysis shows that the 10–100 s filter receiver functions are 

less sensitive both to changes in the velocity gradient depth range and to small 
variations in the absolute depth of the velocity gradient. The 10–100 s filter 
was therefore chosen to measure globally-averaged PVG-150 properties. d) The 
effect of a range of filters on observed receiver function stacks at a single station 
(ANM, AK network), whose NVG and PVG amplitudes are close to the median 
of all stations (dashed lines). Colors correspond to receiver functions filtered 
over different period ranges. Filters containing shorter periods show greater 
separation between the LAB NVG and the PVG-150, providing additional evidence 
that the PVG-150 is not a side-lobe.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Ray parameter dependence of the Sp receiver 
functions. a. Observed Sp receiver functions binned as a function of ray 
parameter. b. Synthetic Sp receiver functions for a mantle with an isotropic LVZ 
(LVZ VS lower than the underlying mantle). c. Synthetic Sp receiver functions 
where the LVZ is radially anisotropic with ξ equal to 1.1 but has no P anisotropy, 
and its VVoigt is the same as the underlying mantle. d. The LVZ contains P 

anisotropy (φ−1 = V2
PH/V

2
PV is 0.96) but no S anisotropy, and its Voigt average for 

P-wave velocity is the same as the underlying mantle. e. The LVZ contains both S 
(ξ equal to 1.1) and P anistropy (φ−1 equal to 1.04, the value suggested by PREM27 
when ξ is 1.1), and the Voigt average for S-wave and P-wave velocities are the same 
as the underlying mantle. All anisotropic layers in c-e have an η of 0.9, consistent 
with PREM27 when ξ is 1.1.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Binned synthetic receiver functions. a. Predicted 
receiver functions similar to Fig. 3b, but produced from velocities that are 
those in Fig. 3a minus the poroelasticity effect of partial melt33. b. Similar to a, 
but velocities also include the effects of a small amount of melt on diffusion 

creep viscosity10 which strongly influences anelasticity where melting occurs. 
c. Similar to Fig. 3b, but with a grain size of 1 mm (10 mm for Fig. 3b). d. Similar 
to a, but the anelasticity is based on ref. 67 to include pre-melting effects, and the 
poroelasticity effect is not included. Black dashed lines are the same as in Fig. 3.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Mantle property contrasts between areas with and 
without the PVG-150 phase. The first three rows show differences in weighted 
averaged (Eq. 4) profiles of VVoigt (a), ξ (b), attenuation (c) and radial mantle flow 
velocity (d) for stations with (red lines) and without (blue lines) the PVG-150 
phase. The fourth row (e) shows differences in weighted averaged profiles of 
VVoigt and ξ for different tectonic settings. Transparent areas show one standard 
deviation for the averaged profiles. Black dashed lines are reference values from 
PREM27. For VVoigt and ξ, columns are for velocity models SEMUCB-WM1 (ref. 21), 

CAM2016 (refs. 2,40), SVANI-US42, GLAD-M25 (ref. 22), S362ANI + M41 and SGLOBE-
rani39. For attenuation, columns show models SEMUCB-UMQ59, QsADR17 (ref. 60) 
and QRFSI12 (ref. 58). For radial mantle flow velocity, the first column contains 
modeled radial flow velocity based on the approach in ref. 43 and the tomographic 
model in ref. 68, and the second column shows the modeled velocity from ref. 69. 
For tectonic settings70–83, we considered oceanic regions, continental regions, 
and regions excluding subducting slabs; these tectonic groups are defined the 
same as in Extended Data Fig. 3.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | 1D modeling of radial anisotropy assuming different 
effects of partial melt. First and second rows illustrate the 1D models of mantle 
Couette (a) and Poiseuille flow (b) (1,450 °C cases). The first column shows the 
solution for mantle flow velocity, and the second column is the equivalent mantle 
viscosity. The 3rd to 5th columns show predicted ξ for different points in time: 
early in strain accumulation; when radial anisotropy has developed to resemble 
the observed profiles; and when anisotropy has reached its saturation level 
over a broad depth range. The time intervals of strain accumulation for these 
three stages are labelled in the bottom right corners. The sixth column shows 
the product of the fourth column convolved with a Gaussian whose standard 

deviation is 30 km to mimic the potential for reduced vertical resolution in 
tomography due to broad surface wave sensitivity kernels. The seventh column 
shows the radial anisotropy when grain size is 1 mm (10 mm for other columns); 
here the plate motion for Couette flow is set to 10 cm/yr (with a different x-axis), 
and the longer deformation times are labeled. Same as in Fig. 4b, blue lines are for 
the case when the effects of partial melt on viscosity are ignored; red dashed lines 
show when partial melt effects are only characterized by a moderate exponential 
term34; and red solid lines are the case when a factor of 5 viscosity increase is 
introduced across 150 km depth to represent stronger partial melting impacts on 
viscosity above the PVG-150.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | Modelled 3D radial anisotropy with localized 
asthenospheric viscosity layering. Model results in this figure are all from 
ref. 43. The first row shows the relative mantle viscosity at 134 km depth, and in 
the corresponding second and third columns, low-viscosity bands parallel or 
perpendicular to the mid-ocean ridges are present at depths between 100 and 

150 km. Beneath 150 km depth, the reference viscosity distribution (first column) 
is assumed. The second and third rows show predicted ξ structures at 100 and 
200 km depths for viscosity structures in the first row. At 100 km depth, radial 
anisotropy is increased in the low viscosity bands, and at 200 km depth, radial 
anisotropy is decreased beneath the low viscosity bands.
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